There are three things I find excellent about working at HSBC.

An international perspective, brilliant colleagues, and an open and inclusive work environment.

Our colleagues have very diverse backgrounds. Some are from domestic Chinese banks, others from foreign banks.

We often have internal exchanges and sharing between colleagues from different countries, where I can learn from their experience in serving overseas clients.

I’ve always been very attracted by HSBC’s long history, the robust management style and caring culture, where it gives employees a lot of understanding and respect.

Open, inclusive and diverse. Always encouraging employees to challenge themselves, and willing to give opportunities to young people.

HSBC provides a lot of learning and development opportunities for every employee.

We can acquire professional knowledge across financial disciplines, and gain an international perspective.

There are great training programs, and fair promotion opportunities. Whether you are a new graduate or a seasoned professional, there’s always a good platform to showcase yourself.

HSBC Global Private Banking has a premium positioning in the Asia Pacific region and the world. With such an influential brand at our back, we can also be well recognised by clients.

Clients of Global Private Banking are very much elites of their respective industries. So we can enrich ourselves in the process of serving them.

What excites me the most is providing my clients with premium wealth management solutions.
I can see things from my client’s point of view and help them find solutions. There’s a very strong collaboration between different business lines. HSBC can satisfy almost all of the financial needs of the same client.

The wealth management market in the mainland China is in a stage of rapid development.

HSBC has an important role to play as a foreign bank.

I can see that the whole Group is investing more and more into Global Private Banking.

It’s a great time to join us. Let’s thrive together.

From a career development perspective, there’s definitely a very bright future ahead.

grp.hsbc/cn-wealth-careers